Issue 217, 2 September 2013

Australia needs Buffett
Even when it comes to our local elections, it's always a good time to ask 'What would Buffett do?'. This
week I take a look at Ten Commandments from the famous investment sage.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, our chief investment officer Paul Rickard details the
outperformance of our SSR portfolios for the eight months of the year so far. While the ASX has
returned with dividends 13.73%, our two portfolios have returned 16.47% and 16.93%!
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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What would Rudd/Abbott/Buffett do?
by Peter Switzer
This is a momentous week. At the end of it we will not
only know who will lead the Australian Government
for the next three years, but this week should also
bring some important revelations for short-term
investors.
At times like this, you should remember 10 important
lessons from investment guru — Warren Buffett!
Right now newspapers are running headlines such as
“Low confidence tipped to persist” and “Don’t bet
on a surge in retail” and the sources of these
negative headlines are a handful of CEO’s and some
analyst at Goldman Sachs.
In the same newspaper, the next headline went
“Uncertainty bedevils as economy set to
under-deliver on growth” and this was written by
someone who a few months ago was telling us that
China was going to hell in a hand basket. All of these
articles are written by well-meaning journos, but they
are hot wired for negativity.
They loved the GFC, the threat of a Great
Depression, they chased people into term deposits
when they should have been buying CBA under $30,
and they totally missed the stocks bounce back in
March 2009 and kept scaring the pants off too many
investors in 2010, 2011 and 2012.
Switzer equals Buffett
Meanwhile, the Switzer story has always been
Buffett-driven, and it is timely for me to share with you
something from the Christian Science Monitor in the
USA, which grabbed headlines in the USA last week.
(In case you are wondering as a consequence of this,
I am not a Christian Scientist.)
1. ‘It’s far better to buy a wonderful company at

a fair price than a fair company at a wonderful
price.’
2. ‘Rule No. 1: never lose money; rule No. 2:
don’t forget rule No. 1?
3. ‘Our approach is very much profiting from
lack of change rather than from change. With
Wrigley chewing gum, it’s the lack of change
that appeals to me. I don’t think it is going to
be hurt by the Internet. That’s the kind of
business I like.’
4. ‘I try to buy stock in businesses that are so
wonderful that an idiot can run them. Because
sooner or later, one will.’
5. ‘The stock market is a no-called-strike game.
You don’t have to swing at everything – you
can wait for your pitch. The problem when
you’re a money manager is that your fans
keep yelling, “Swing, you bum!”‘
6. ‘Price is what you pay; value is what you get.
Whether we’re talking about socks or stocks,
I like buying quality merchandise when it is
marked down.’
7. ‘Never count on making a good sale. Have
the purchase price be so attractive that even a
mediocre sale gives good results.’
8. ‘If you understood a business perfectly and
the future of the business, you would need
very little in the way of a margin of safety.’
9. ‘We’ve long felt that the only value of stock
forecasters is to make fortune tellers look
good. Even now, Charlie [Munger] and I
continue to believe that short-term market
forecasts are poison and should be kept
locked up in a safe place, away from children
and also from grown-ups who behave in the
market like children.’
10. ‘We don’t get paid for activity, just for being
right. As to how long we’ll wait, we’ll wait
indefinitely.’
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Sage advice
These 10 commandments from the tablet-bearer of
the investment world should be heeded. We are now
beneficiaries of a good period for investment, if you
take a longer-term point of view.
This election result, if it is a decisive victory to the
Coalition, will combine with lower interest rates, a
lower dollar, an improving China, a stronger USA, a
faster growing Japan and a slightly better Europe, to
make 2014 a lot better than many experts are
predicting now.
I don’t think I will be wrong but even if I was, I would
still tell my clients to re-read these Ten
Commandments, and buy great companies at a
sensational prices.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Switzer portfolios continue to outperform
by Paul Rickard
The solid start to the financial year continued, with the
stock market adding to July’s gain of 5.2% with a rise
of 1.64% in August. Most of the action was again in
the ‘cyclical’ sectors of energy, materials, industrials
and consumer discretionary, with the so-called
‘yield’ sectors either standing still or going
backwards.
Despite this environment, our portfolios continued to
perform well, maintaining their relative
outperformance to the benchmark indices.
Portfolio recap
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’, and introduced
a ‘Growth Oriented Portfolio’.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.23% in 2013, franked to 98.3%.

earnings record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a very different
approach to the sectors in that it introduces biases
that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium-term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX 100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).
Performance
The income-oriented portfolio for the eight months to
30 August is up by 16.47% and the growth-oriented
portfolio is up by 16.93% (see tables at the end).
Compared to the benchmark S&P/ASX 200
Accumulation Index (which adds back income from
dividends), the income portfolio has outperformed by
2.7% and the growth-oriented portfolio has
outperformed by 3.2%.

To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
Using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower-PE, higher-yielding
industry sectors;
To minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says our sector biases in the major
sectors (financials, materials and consumer
staples) will not be more than 33% away from
index;
Identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe
confined to the ASX 100;
Within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although
there are some biases; and
Of course, we looked for companies that pay
franked dividends and have a consistent

Yield sectors struggle in August
The largely defensive sectors (financials, property
trusts, and utilities) struggled during August.
Telecommunications was negative (largely due to
Telstra standing still and going ex-dividend), while
Woolworth’s standout performance drove the
consumer staples sector higher.
Improving iron ore prices helped the materials sector,
while the energy sector benefited from higher oil and
gas prices. On a year to date basis, consumer
discretionary, financials and the health care sectors
are up by over 20%.
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Growth-oriented portfolio
The growth-oriented portfolio is overweight stocks in
the materials, energy and healthcare sectors,
underweight financials and consumer staples, and
broadly index weight the other sectors. Stock
selection in the financials (strong bias towards NAB
and the selection of a regional in BOQ), as well as in
the health care and industrials sectors, is offsetting
the underperformance of the material stocks. Orica, in
particular has disappointed. Current sector weights
are within the parameters of the portfolio construction
rules. The portfolio is listed on the following page.

Income portfolio

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

The income portfolio is overweight financials,
consumer staples and telco, and underweight
materials. It also has some stock biases – in
particular, underweight CBA and overweight NAB.
On the stock selection side, UGL and Coca Cola
Amatil have disappointed, the latter in part due to the
margin pressure being applied by the large
supermarkets. While we obviously got the call wrong
on UGL, at around $7.41, we feel it is too cheap to
sell.
For income, the portfolio has so far returned 3.62%,
franked to 95.2%. With many of the stocks yet to
either declare or go ex-dividend their final dividend,
the portfolio should comfortably exceed the forecast
5.23% pa. Details of the portfolio and its performance
are listed on the following page.
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Election play opportunities – Qube and the airlines
by James Dunn
This week’s election has been very keenly
anticipated by both investors and the management
teams of listed companies and, as many company
heads stated during the just-completed reporting
season, the outcome most eagerly awaited is
certainty, as in a clear-cut mandate for one side of
politics.
The most bet on the election outcome and one which
has received plenty of airplay (see Switzer articles
here and here) is salary packaging and fleet
management services group McMillan Shakespeare
(MMS), which stands to lose more than 30% –40% of
current earnings from the Rudd government’s
proposed changes to fringe benefit tax (FBT) laws,
announced in July. The Coalition has promised to
scrap the government’s changes to the FBT rules –
so if it wins, MMS wins.
That has been a big factor in MMS’ rise of 46% since
it returned from a trading halt, but much of the
expectation of a Coalition win seems to be priced-in.
The outliers
One potential beneficiary from a Coalition win could
be ports logistics operator Qube Holdings (QUB),
which is developing a $1 billion inter-modal freight
terminal at Moorebank in Western Sydney to serve
Port Botany. The problem is that the federal
government wants to build its own $1.6 billion
inter-modal freight terminal across the road, on land
owned by the Defence Department.
This is a particularly bitter dispute. Qube chief
executive Maurice James has described the
government’s plan as a “federally funded farce” that
was a “very close cousin of the pink bats scandal in
terms of wasting public money.” The government has
hit back by saying its proposal would be an “open
access” terminal, meaning that freight firms would

not have to apply to a potential competitor for access
to the terminal. The government cites a report it
commissioned from advisory firm Greenhill Caliburn,
which found that the government’s site was the
better option, being bigger and nearer the freight line.
An interesting footnote to the dispute is that Qube
chairman Chris Corrigan and chief executive Maurice
James were formerly managing director and head of
ports at Patrick Corporation, which famously took on
the Maritime Union of Australia (MUA) in the 1998
waterfront dispute. Cynics on the share market note
that the Labor government would not have fond
memories of that dispute – and would not lose any
sleep over any discomfort experienced by Corrigan
and James. A Coalition administration might take a
different view.
Another interesting situation is the country’s largest
grain merchant, GrainCorp (GNC), which has been
under a $3 billion-plus takeover offer from US
agribusiness heavyweight Archer Daniels Midland
(ADM) for almost a year. The deal has a December
31 deadline, waiting on approval from the Foreign
Investment Review Board (FIRB). Under the deal,
ADM cannot sell its 19.9 % stake in GrainCorp until
December 31.
What would concern ADM – and GrainCorp
shareholders – is the fact that foreign ownership of
Australian agricultural assets has crept into the
election campaign as an issue. National Party leader
Warren Truss – the potential Deputy Prime Minister
after September 7 – has signalled that an incoming
Coalition Treasurer would “address concerns” about
the deal. Truss has said that he has “serious
reservations” about whether the sale of GrainCorp to
ADM was in the national interest.
Miners
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The Coalition also says it will abolish the mineral
resources rent tax (MRRT) and the carbon tax.
Removing this tax will not affect the resources stocks
for the simple reason that most of the companies
potentially covered are not paying the tax, because of
lower profits and the depreciation allowances.
In fact, with Rio Tinto (RIO) actually being paid a
refund on the mineral resource rent tax it did pay in
2012-13 – because the Australian Taxation Office
(ATO) found it overpaid – you could argue that
removing the tax is a bad thing for the big miners.
BHP is understood to have paid MRRT in the second
quarter of the financial year, while Glencore-Xstrata
has probably not paid any yet. Fortescue Metals
(FMG) has not paid any MRRT and does not expect
to for years.
Airlines
On the carbon tax, abolition could be expected to
benefit the airline stocks, which have the tax applied
to them through the aviation fuel excise. Regional
operator Regional Express (REX) was very vocal on
this point when delivering its result last month, saying
the carbon tax caused a 45% slump in its annual
profit, from $25 million to $14 million. (REX is still the
most profitable listed airline in Australia.)
REX paid $2.4 million in carbon tax in FY13, a cost it
did not have in the prior year. Executive chairman
and major shareholder Lim Kim Hai said the impact of
the carbon tax on consumer spending also hurt the
company, with revenue of $258 million in 2012/13
down 5% from the prior year.
Virgin Australia (VAH) paid nearly $48 million in
carbon tax in FY13 and said it was a factor in its net
$98.1 million loss, because strong competition in the
market meant it could not recover the tax impost from
customers. Qantas (QAN) paid $106 million in
carbon tax in FY13 – $77 million for Qantas Domestic
and $29 million for Jetstar – on its way to a tiny $6
million profit. While quite a number of factors go into
determining an airline’s profitability, clearly there
would be significant bottom-line boosts to these
companies with no carbon tax applied.

generator and seller AGL Energy (AGK), which is
Australia’s second-largest carbon tax-payer behind
GDF Suez, actually warned in August that it would
take a short-term hit if the carbon tax is scrapped,
because it would lose its compensation payments
from the federal government – paid because it
operates the Loy Yang A power station in Gippsland.
AGL received $240.1 million in carbon tax
compensation during the year: but it said its carbon
costs for the year totalled $580 million. Chief
executive Michael Fraser added that scrapping the
carbon tax would benefit the company over the
longer-term, through lower ongoing costs.
The IT factor
Where the National Broadband Network (NBN) is
concerned, Telstra (TLS) has said it is “agnostic”
over whether Labor or the Coalition has the best
method of deploying the National Broadband Network
project. Telstra has its $11 billion deal with the
government to give NBN Co. access to its ducts, pits
and pipes infrastructure, so that fibre cable can be
laid alongside Telstra’s existing copper cable, and
has committed to transferring its customers onto the
NBN as the new network is laid out.
The Coalition will honour this deal, but some analysts
say the Coalition’s “fibre to the node” plan will result
in a faster and cheaper rollout, which will generate
accelerated disconnection and migration payments
for Telstra. However, any such benefit is likely to be
small, given that it would be offset by a decline in
copper revenue.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

However, it is not always that simple. Power
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Sydney and Melbourne property fires ahead
by Penny Pryor
The Sydney real estate market had another bumper
weekend recording a clearance rate of 84% and 398
reported auctions from 545 listed, on the APM
measure. RP Data’s auction clearance rate for
Sydney was 81.2%.
Melbourne recorded a clearance rate of 71.8%
according to APM and 73% according to RP Data
(see table 1 below).

RP Data’s preliminary auction clearance rate across
the combined capital cities was 72.9%, up from 70%
the previous week as 1,985 auctions were scheduled
across the capital cities (see graph 1 below).

The revised data for the previous week saw
Sydney’s auction rate slip to 76.4% and
Melbourne’s stay relatively steady at 78.1% on
APM’s calculations. Melbourne saw 545 reported
auctions compared to 370 in Sydney (see table 2
below).

APM calculates the clearance rate by dividing the
number of properties sold at auction plus the number
sold prior, by the number of reported auctions
(including properties passed in) plus those withdrawn.
“APM includes withdrawn auctions in the calculation
to prevent any bias in the clearance rate caused by
properties being withdrawn due to expectations it may
not sell or fail to achieve an expected price. It’s still
counted as no sale,” APM says in its methodology.
This time last year Sydney and Melbourne were
recording auction clearance rates of 60.6% and
61.1% respectively, according to APM. The combined
total value sold in those two cities has increased from
$270.3 million 12 months ago to the weekend’s
preliminary total of $480.9 million (see table 3 below).

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
As far as broker ratings go in Australia, the week past
delivered yet another week of more downgrades than
upgrades, while the share market as a whole seems
to have stopped trending. In other words: it’s not
rising share prices that are doing any of the damage
to corporate valuations and to broker ratings. It’s all
related to disappointing financial performances and/or
bloated expectations.
This week, we focus on those companies that got
more than one action from a broker. There were a
few of those but property group Charter Hall was a
very pleasant surprise, receiving four upgrades.
In the good books
Charter Hall (CHC) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse, to Hold from Sell by
Deutsche Bank, to Buy from Neutral by UBS and to
Buy from Neutral by Citi. Charter Hall’s result beat
Credit Suisse by 2% and although the broker expects
FUM growth to slow after a solid period, it believes
CHC still has room to improve its return on equity.
CHC has been underperforming the REIT sector of
late but a 6.1% yield limits downside. The FY13 result
was 2% above Deutsche Bank’s estimates, despite
being at the top end of guidance. The broker thinks
FY14 EPS growth guidance of 7%, coupled with a
3-year CAGR of 5.2% justifies current pricing. UBS
cites solid support from capital partners, growth in
investment yields of 12%, the redeployment of legacy
investment funds, AUM growth, and a steady fall in
debt costs. In Citi’s view the FY13 earnings growth of
11.3% was the best in the ASX200 A-REIT sector,
and guidance for 7% growth in FY14 is also strong.
The broker likes the business and lifts estimates for
FY14-16.

Perpetual (PPT) was upgraded to Neutral from Sell
by Citi and to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie.
In the wake of the FY13 results, Citi has lifted FY14
earnings expectations by 2% and made only
compositional changes to FY14. No changes are
made to the $38.00 price target but, as the stock has
fallen below that level, the rating is raised to Neutral
from Sell. The broker thinks the stock looks fully
valued but the Trust Company (TRU) transaction
would be significantly accretive if Perpetual is allowed
to carry it off. Perpertual delivered on Macquarie’s
expectations in the FY13 results, with the major cost
cutting program and increased operating leverage to
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improved equity markets. The share price is now
materially below the broker’s unchanged $40.00
price target and the rating is upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral.

The broker notes risks outweigh rewards, and
downgrades to Underweight from Neutral.

Telecom NZ (TEL) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underweight by JP Morgan and to Neutral from Sell
by UBS. JPMorgan says the key elements of
Telecom’s result met expectations. The broker notes
conditions remain tough but believes margin
re-basing risk is falling. It upgrades the stock to
Neutral from Underweight, citing a low market
valuation, strong prospective yield and receding risk.
UBS says strategy looks to be on track but tinkers
with estimates to reflect the good and bad of lower
mobile services growth, improved labour costs, lower
depreciation and stronger capital expenditure. UBS
lifts earnings estimates in FY14 and FY15 4% and
2% respectively.
Transfield Services (TSE) was upgraded to Buy from
Hold by Deutsche Bank and to Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. The FY13 result revealed
strong cash flow generation and debt reduction,
which has lowered the risk of the company breaching
debt covenants. Deutsche Bank likes the low
exposure to the resource construction market, the
overweight position in the recurring infrastructure,
property and hydrocarbon maintenance markets.
Macquarie upgrades the rating to Outperform from
Neutral, with balance sheet concerns allayed in the
short term. Cost cutting and a more conservative
approach to setting guidance should help the
company deliver on expectations in FY14.
In the not-so-good books
David Jones (DJS) was downgraded to Underperform
from Neutral by BA-Merrill Lynch and to Underweight
from Neutral by JP Morgan. The company reported a
2.9% decline in like-for-like sales growth for the fourth
quarter, weaker than Merrills expected. The rating is
downgraded to Underperform from Neutral and the
price target is lowered to $2.50 from $2.60. JP
Morgan says softer-than-expected fourth quarter
sales from David Jones suggest FY14 risk, with
competition activity and weak consumer traffic
outweighing sentiment around an improved margin
mix. JPMorgan cuts FY13, FY14 and FY15 earnings
per share forecasts 1.4%, 6.6% 7.2% respectively.

Drillsearch (DLS) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie and to Neutral from Buy by
UBS. Adjusted earnings were 33% ahead of forecasts
with the major reason being the lower depreciation
and low effective tax rate. The stock has rallied 50%
from the June lows and is now trading at a 20%
premium to core net asset value. Macquarie
downgraded its rating to Neutral from Outperform and
the price target was reduced to $1.55 from $1.60.
UBS is awaiting Acer results before factoring in full
value and downgrades the stock to Neutral from Buy
to account for the recent share price rally.
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Mount Gibson Iron (MGX) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse and to
Underweight from Neutral by JP Morgan. Credit
Suisse has raised the target price to 70c from 65c
following the FY13 results. The share price has
staged a 75% rally since late June on the back of the
iron ore price to reach 72c, ahead of the target price,
and the broker thinks it’s overdone. The rating is
downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Mount
Gibson’s profit fell short of expectation but JP
Morgan saw a few bright spots – EBITDA rose 26% in
the second half and cash flow was healthy. JP
Morgan notes the stock has rallied 40% in three
months, outpacing its peer by a healthy clip and cuts
the rating to Underweight from Neutral.
Qantas (QAN) was downgraded to Underperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse and to Underweight
from Neutral by JP Morgan. Qantas’ result missed
consensus. Credit Suisse says the international
business still has a long road to profitability, but cash
flow has improved, so a possible return to dividend
payments could provide stock support. In the
meantime, competition, higher oil and a weaker A$
are all providing headwinds. JP Morgan found little to
impress in Qantas’s result, noting strong headwinds
and excess domestic capacity, taking little heart from
improvements in the international business. The
broker downgrades the airline to Underweight from
Neutral in line with valuation, expecting a recovery is
still a way out – after FY14 when the broker flags
rosier gearing, cash flow and coverage metrics.

The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Graphs of the week - reporting season wrap-up
Reporting season essentially finished last week and the charts below, from AMP Capital's head of investment
strategy and chief economist Shane Oliver, give an indication of overall results. He says it wasn't as bad as
many feared, with an increase in dividends of 10%.
"[That] partly explains why the Australian share market has performed reasonably well in August, managing a
gain of 1.6%," he said in a report.
In addition to the 63% of companies that have seen their profits rise from a year ago (second chart), 60% of
companies managed to increase their dividends from a year ago, compared to 12%, which cut them.
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